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by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

A new Ethereum Improvement Proposal, or EIP, has emerged amid opposition

from miners to scheduled changes to the network’s fee market. While some are

looking to the proposal as a means to cool flaring tensions between Ethereum’s

miners and developers, the EIP appears to have secured little support from the

community.

ETH: NEW EIP HOPES TO QUELL TENSIONS

BETWEEN MINERS AND DEVS

by Hugh Son, writing for CNBC

CNBC has learned exclusively that Morgan Stanley is the first big U.S. bank to

offer its wealth management clients access to bitcoin funds. The investment

bank, a giant in wealth management with $4 trillion in client assets, told its

financial advisors Wednesday in an internal memo that it is launching access to

three funds that enable ownership of bitcoin, according to people with direct

knowledge of the matter.

MORGAN STANLEY IS THE FIRST BIG US

BANK TO OFFER ACCESS TO BTC FUNDS

Visa is set to enter the cryptocurrency market as the payments processor looks to

capitalize on the sector’s growth and expand its worldwide business, a report on

business outlet Moneycontrol said Tuesday. The firm has so far strayed far from the

crypto sector but the latter is now too big to ignore.

by Ekin Genç, writing for

Decrypt

Turkish Minister of

Industry and Technology,

Mustafa Varank, said in a

recent interview with the

local media Bloomberg HT

that the government will

soon introduce crypto

regulations, also adding,

“I’m no longer feeling

negative toward crypto.

Now I understand that they

are effective.”

TURKISH

GOVERNMENT

WARMS UP TO

CRYPTO, CHARTS

REGULATORY

COURSE

by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Cryptoslate

VISA TO BE DEVELOPING BITCOIN 

AND CRYPTO BUSINESS
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While Bitcoin has been gathering widespread attention with prices touching

all-time highs, mainstream pundits have tried to attack the leading crypto asset

for its energy consumption. It seems a new "Bitcoin is bad for the environment"

editorial is published nearly every week by mainstream journalists, tech

authors, and climate activists. This week a representative from the crypto

company and dedicated mining operation Bixen explained that it is wrong to

assume that Bitcoin mining is unsustainable to the global environment.

"BITCOIN: ONE OF THE MOST ENVIRONMENT-

FRIENDLY FINANCIAL NETWORKS"
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com

by Greg Thomson, writting for Cointelegraph

A software update released by Nvidia inadvertently bypassed the Ether (ETH)

mining block the firm placed on its own GeForce RTX 3060 graphics card. A

spokesperson for Nvidia confirmed that the latest 470.05 driver update was

mistakenly released with code intended for use only by Nvidia developers,

which allowed for the removal of the hashrate limiter.

RTX 3060 ETHER MINING ACCIDENTALLY

UNLOCKED BY NVIDIA’S OWN UPDATE

by Kevin Helms, writting for Bitcoin.com

A French parliament member has signed a petition to amend the laws to enable the

central bank of France to buy and hold bitcoin as well as other cryptocurrencies.

The petition urges lawmakers to consider the matter, warning that not owning

Bitcoin will put France “in a financially weak position within 5-10 years.”

LAWMAKER PUSHES FRENCH CENTRAL BANK

TO BUY AND HOLD BITCOIN

by Ledger Insights

Carrefour will expand the use of blockchain technology to trace textile products. The

supermarket chain has been a member of IBM Food Trust since 2018 and has a series of

exclusive branded food products implemented on the network. The expansion to textile

will be the first non-food product trialed for blockchain traceability by Carrefour, but

will use the same technology. 

CARREFOUR EXPANDS BLOCKCHAIN

TRACEABILITY TO TEXTILE PRODUCTS 

by Mathew Di Salvo, writing

for Decrypt

Mining Bitcoin is a

profitable game—and now

more profitable than ever

before. Earlier this week,

miner revenue hit a new

all-time high of $52.3

million per day, according

to blockchain data and

analytics provider

Glassnode. 

$52.3 MILLION IN

A SINGLE DAY:

BITCOIN MINER

REVENUE HITS

ALL-TIME HIGH

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in  the Unchained

podcast, Jamie Burke, CEO of

Outlier Ventures, and Mason

Nystrom, a research analyst at

Messari, discuss the NFT craze

that has enveloped the crypto

world over the past few weeks.

Listen to the episode here.
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